LESSON MAP

LESSON TOPIC
Application Process

UNIT OR BACKGROUND
Enrolling at HCC

Explore majors
Campus visit
Meet with academic advisor

(Lessons)

IS ABOUT
Understanding the steps to successfully apply to HCC for credit classes

1) Fill out application
2) Complete financial aid form
3) Submit high school or college transcripts
4) Confirm residency
5) Take basic skills assessment

DISCUSSION: Relationship - 1) Lesson to Unit AND 2) Importance of Lesson to Daily Life
- The application process is an important part of enrolling in college.
- Understanding this process will help me with my goal to attend college.

Self-Test Questions (Evaluation):
1) Do I know where to find the application?
2) Where can I go for help to fill out financial aid forms?
3) What department needs to receive my transcripts?
4) Do I know what forms of ID are acceptable to confirm residency?
5) What will the basic skills assessment tell me?

Tasks/Strategies:
- Use a calendar to pinpoint order and deadlines.
- Demonstrate how to find on-line application.
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